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Overview
The Stealthwatch system supports the development of custom scripts for com-
munication with external devices within the context of the Attack Mitigation subsystem.
These custom scripts can be configured to respond to specific events as they are
triggered.

Stealthwatch uses the standard “expect” script interpreter to process these scripts, mak-
ing the development of these scripts easier. Books are available that deal specifically
with writing expect scripts. This document discusses only the extensions or restrictions
to the standard script language and the context in which it is run.

The process for developing scripts to run on the Stealthwatch appliance begins on a sep-
arate development machine (not supplied). Because it is much easier to develop and
debug expect scripts interactively, and the Stealthwatch appliance runs everything in a
non-interactive fashion, it is recommended that the script be fully tested and functional
before uploading. Once developed, the script is uploaded to and stored on the Stealth-
watch appliance. Once running in the Stealthwatch environment, the script can log mes-
sages to a file to provide a limited debugging capability.
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Basic Development
Communications and Session State
The “expect” script interpreter is started when the appliance is started or when the mit-
igation device is configured, and remains in memory and active as long as the appliance
is running. Because of this, the appliance is able to maintain certain information
between calls to the custom script. This allows global variables to keep their values
between calls and communications sessions like telnet and ssh to be started and logged
in one time, with each session maintained through a “keepalive” process.

Applications
A limited set of applications is available for use in communicating with other devices.
The supported applications are as follows:

l telnet

l ssh

l wget

l snmptrap

Entry Points
There are five procedures that must be defined in every custom script file. These entry
points are called at specific times during startup or shutdown of the appliance, during
configuration of the custom response, and in response to specific events as they are
triggered.

l session_start – Called when the system starts or after a new script file is loaded.

l session_stop – Called when the system is stopped or before a new script file is
loaded.

l session_keepalive – Called once every minute to allow any communications ses-
sions that have an inactivity timeout to take appropriate action.

l action_block – Called when an automatic or authorized mitigation action is taken in
response to an alarm. The alarm data will be available as described below.

l action_unblock – Called when a mitigation action that was started earlier expires or
is manually unblocked. All alarm data that was available to the initial action_block
call will be available.
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Available Functions
The several functions are available at all times:

l log_message( message ) – Writes the supplied message to the log file for this
script device. The log file can be accessed through the Stealthwatch UI.

l set_status( status_message ) – Set the status for the device to the supplied text.
The status is displayed on the Mitigation Device Configuration screen.

l allow_access( host [port ] ) – Allows communications access for the supplied host
and optionally limited to the supplied port.

l send_udp( host, port, content, content_size ) – Send an arbitrary udp packet to
any host on any port.

l send_syslog( host, severity, message ) – Send a syslog message to any host. If
“localhost” is specified for the host, the message will be logged locally using any
system logging configuration parameters set in the Stealthwatch appliance.

Available Exporter Data
Several variables related to exporter data are available to the script. They identify inform-
ation about an exporter relevant to performing mitigation actions against a specific host.

l $suspect_host(closest_exporter_ip) – The IP address of the exporter that is
nearest to the suspect host.

l $suspect_host(closest_exporter_if) – The interface number most likely being used
on the exporter that is nearest to the suspect host.

l $suspect_host(closest_exporter_confidence) – Indicates how confident (0 to 100
percent) the Stealthwatch appliance is that the interface identified above is the
best place to stop the suspect host.

l $suspect_host(closest_exporter_disruption) – Indicates how often the host moves
from the exporter interface identified above to another interface. If this value is 1,
you can be confident that you can shut down this interface without affecting any
other hosts.

Available Alarm Data
Several variables related to alarm data are available to the script. They contain the data
for the alarm that triggered the mitigation event. Depending on the alarm type and the
mitigation action configured for that alarm type, the target host, port and protocol may or
may not have values in them.
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l $alarm(id) – The internal Stealthwatch id for this alarm. This number will be unique
for each alarm.

l $alarm(type) – The Stealthwatch defined alarm type. See the appendix for the
meaning of the values in this field.

l $alarm(source) – The IP address of the source or suspect host.

l $alarm(target) – The IP address of the destination or target host if available.

l $alarm(port) – The service port if available.

l $alarm(protocol) – The protocol if available. This will be either 17 for UDP or 6 for
TCP.

l $alarm(policy_action) – The bitmask value of the configured mitigation action for
this alarm type. If the bit is set for each of the four possible values, a value will be
provided and the application should attempt to use it in any blocking actions.

The bit positions are defined as follows:

l ACTION_USE_SOURCE 0x01

l ACTION_USE_DESTINATION 0x02

l ACTION_USE_PORT 0x04

l ACTION_USE_PROTOCOL 0x08
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Custom Properties
To allow greater flexibility in the design and implementation of custom scripts for mit-
igation, Stealthwatch allows the script developer to create user defined data fields.
These fields will be filled in with user supplied values or default values when processing
the action_block and action_unblock procedures.

When the manual “Block” button is clicked for an alarm in the alarm manager, if any
script has defined any of these custom properties, the Mitigation Confirmation screen
will be presented. This screen contains input fields where any of the configured values
from the alarm can be overridden, and any custom properties can be filled in. Once the
user clicks the Apply button, all of these values are available to the script procedures.

Defining Custom Properties
Custom properties are defined in a chunk of xml embedded in the script file. Each of the
lines in this chunk begins with the comment character. The entire chunk is contained
between two special lines at the beginning and end of the chunk.

# beginScriptQuery

# endScriptQuery

Within the chunk, the queryProperties tag defines the collection of properties. Don’t
worry about the name attribute in this line; it gets filled in with the configured device
name when the script is uploaded.

#<queryProperties name="">

#</queryProperties>

Each property has the following attributes:

l order – A number that defines the order in which the controls will be displayed on
the screen.

l name – The internal name to use to access the variable in the script procedures.
See “Accessing” section for details.

l prompt – The text to display on the input screen.

l type – The type of control to present. See “Types” section for details.

l default – The default value of the field. See “Default values” section for details.

Text based controls have an addition length field to control the size of the input box.

l len – The length of the control.

Text area-based controls have an additional “rows” field to control the number of lines
in the input box.
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l rows – The number of lines in the control.

Enum type controls present multiple options in a dropdown combo box. Each option in
the dropdown list is represented by an enumValue with its own attributes.

l order – The order of this option in the dropdown list.

l prompt – The wording for this option displayed in the dropdown list.

l value – The value to return if this option is selected.

The schema (sw_expect.xsd) to validate the embedded XML for the custom controls is
available in the appendix.

Custom Property Types
The following types are available:

l text – Present a text input field.

l password – Present a password text input field.

l textarea – Present a multi-line text input field.

l readonly – Present a grayed out readonly text field.

l boolean – Present a checkbox.

l enum – Present a dropdown option list.

Accessing Custom Properties
Custom properties that have been defined in the script file can be accessed in the script
procedures using the name attribute as the index to the $user array. For example, the
value of the property with name=”user_name” can be accessed by referring to

$user(user_name) .

Default Values
Default values can be assigned to custom properties when they are defined. These
default values will be used to preload the input fields in the Mitigation Confirmation
screen. They are also used to preset the $user array before any user supplied values are
applied. This capability allows custom scripts that define custom properties to respond
to automatically triggered mitigation actions, not just ones initiated by the user from
Alarm Manager.
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Development and Debugging Using sw_
expect
Overview
A separate utility, sw_expect, is available to facilitate interactive development and
debugging. sw_expect is a replacement for the standard expect program that includes
all of the extensions available to a script running on the Stealthwatch appliance. sw_
expect must be run on a Linux/i386 platform with the tcl and expect packages installed.

You pass the path name of a script file, along with optional parameters that specify the
data passed, to test the block and unblock functions in the script file. Each of the five
entry points described above is called in turn. For the block and unblock functions, the
$alarm() array will contain either reasonable defaults or the parameters that were spe-
cified on the command line. If the script specifies custom properties, the $user() array
will contain the default values for these.

sw_expect writes all messages from log_message calls within the script to the log file
atm_device.log, located in the current directory. Calls to set_status go to stdout, and
error messages go to stderr. Redirection can be used to separate error messages from
status messages.

The allow_access function is just a stub for sw_expect. You should have full access to
any host or mitigation device with which you need to communicate during the testing
phase.

In sw_expect, the keep_alive function is invoked once before action_block and every 30
seconds after the function action_block() until the specified mitigation duration expires.
This is slightly different from the appliance environment where the keep_alive function
can be invoked many times before and after action_block/action_unblock. In the appli-
ance environment, mitigation actions such as action_block and action_unblock can
occur anytime and are triggered by the Stealthwatch system.

Here is the sequence of events that are triggered by sw_expect:

l session_start

l session_keepalive

l action_block

l session_keepalive every 30 seconds until mitigation duration expires

l action_unblock

l session_stop
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Hints
l Before running sw_expect, you should set your shell environment variable

<TERM> to “unknown”. If your shell is bash, then this can be done as follows:

l $ export TERM=unknown

l To avoid paging issues when querying a device via telnet/ssh, you may call the
function <stty rows x columns y> within the sw_expect script.

l In sw_expect, $alarm(id) is always set to 999.

Usage
$ sw_expect script_file [alarm_type source target port protocol duration]

Options

l alarm_type - the alarm type (default value: 32);

l source - the source address of the host that triggers the alarm (default value:
192.168.0.43);

l target - the target address of the host that is being attacked (default value: 0);

l port - the port of the source or destination host based on the value of policy_
action (default value: ACTION_USE_SOURCE);

l protocol - the IETF-compliant protocol (6=tcp or 17=udp, default value: 0).

l duration - the mitigation duration (default value: 30 seconds);

Example
sw_expect ./examples/atm_script.exp 5 10.201.0.123 10.201.0.4 80 6 300 >my.log

This runs the script “atm_script.exp” using a SYN Flood alarm with a source address of
10.201.0.123 and a target address of 10.201.0.4 with TCP protocol on port 80 and redir-
ecting the log output to the file “my.log”. The action_unblock() function will be invoked
300 seconds after the call to action_block(). In the meantime, the function keep_alive
will be invoked approximately 10 times every 30 seconds until the mitigation duration of
300 seconds expires.
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Script Types
sw_expect.xsd
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Basic Expect Script
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Custom Properties Expect Script
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Alarm Types
A complete list of Stealthwatch alarm types and their associated numerical codes can be
found on the Lancope Customer Care Center (www.lancope.com/customers). The nam-
ing convention for this file is Stealthwatch_Alarms_VX.X.csv where X.X represents the
Stealthwatch version number.

Contacting Support
If you need technical support, do one of the following:

Call

l Your local Cisco Partner

l Cisco Stealthwatch Support
o (U.S.) 1-800-553-2447
o Worldwide support number: https://www.-

cisco.com/c/en/us/support/web/tsd-cisco-worldwide-contacts.html

Open a case
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l By web: http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/index.html
l By email: tac@cisco.com
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